Flat printed cables and flexible printed circuit boards
Flat printed cables (FPC) are designed for electrical connection of printed circuit boards, LCDs,
keypads and other components of electronic devices. FPC are compact, have low weight and thickness.
The topology of FPC can include conductive tracks of any shape, elements of metallization
(screens), mounting holes and contact pads for installation (soldering or gluing) of electronic
components.
The connection of an FPC to a printed circuit board and other components can be performed in
one of these three ways:
o By an FPC connector
o By adhering
o By soldering
The first method is described in detail in the document "Connectors for flexible extra flat cables
and membrane keypads" (on our website in the section "Flat printed cables").
The adhering is performed using glue or adhesive tapes with anisotropic conductivity. Detailed
information on the materials and methods of adhering is available on request.
Soldering is only possible on FCt2 (see below).
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Flexible extra flat cables, type 1
FCt1. The topology of conductive tracks is created with conductive silver-paste following the
screen-printing technology. Cable tracks have the resistance of tens of ohms and are designed for
switching of signal chains. FCt1 is the easiest and cheapest option among flexible extra flat cables. The
parameters of FCt1 are shown in Table 1.
FCt1 can be connected to an external block (a printed circuit board) with connectors or by gluing.
FCt1 cannot be soldered. It is possible to switch from a flexible extra flat cable to a mounting wire. To
can get more detailed information, please contact our specialists.
Table 1: Technical characteristics of FCt1
Basis material
Basis thickness, um
Number of conductive layers
Minimum width of a conductive path, mm
Minimum distance between the paths, mm
Size (diameter) of openings, mm
Space between positions of openings, paths and the FC
edges, mm
Maximum dimensions of an FC, mm
Options for coating of contact pads of an FC
Protective coating
Operating temperature range, ºС
Resistance to bending, cycles
R=5 mm, 90º
R=10 mm, 90º

polyester
100-200
1, application of a shield conductive layer is possible
0,2
0,15
from 1x1 (1)
0,2
600x600
no coating, graphite
green polymer, glue films (polyester, polyamide, PVC)
-50...+70
10000
1000000

Flexible extra flat cables, type 2
FCt2 are produced using foil polyimide film. Their topology is created by etching a layer of
copper foil. FCt2 have high conductivity (the typical resistance is less than 5 ohms) and thanks to that
can be used for switching of power supply circuits. A wide selection of protective coatings makes them
resistant to harmful effects of the environment. We recommend FCt2 for critical applications.
The polyimide film used as the basis is characterized by high heat resistance and has been
successfully used in special machinery.
An FCt2 can be connected to a printed circuit board, similar to FCt1, through a connector or by
gluing. Besides, soldering with conventional tin-lead solders is possible. In order to perform soldering on
the end of an FC the polymer base is removed, so that the copper foil can be exposed and soldered to the
printed circuit board lamellas. This type of connection provides reliable electrical contact. It is
recommended to use additional mechanical fixation in the place of soldering.
The parameters of FCt2 are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Technical characteristics of FCt2
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Basis material
Basis thickness, um
Thickness of the copper foil, um
Number of conductive layers
Minimum width of a conductive path, mm
Minimum distance between the paths, mm
Size (diameter) of openings, mm
Space between positions of openings, paths and the FC
edges, mm
Maximum dimensions of an FC, mm
Options for coating of contact pads of an FC
Protective coating
Operating temperature range, ºС
Resistance to bending, cycles
R=5 mm, 90º
R=10 mm, 90º

polyimide or polyester film
75 (standard), 100, 120, 150
10, 18 (standard), 35, 70
1, application of a shield conductive layer is possible
0,2
0,15
from 1x1 (1)
0.5
500x500
no coating, graphite, immersive or galvanic gold,
tinning *
green polymer, glue films (polyester, polyamide, PVC)
-60...+105
10000
1000000

* other types of coating available upon request

Illustration 1 Flexible extra flat cable FCt2

Standard extra flat cables
Unipad Group offers standard extra flat cables with the following parameters:
Pitch, mm: 0.50 , 1.00, 2.54
Lenght, mm: 40, 70, 100, 150, 200
Number of paths: 6 to 40
We can also supply semi-finished flat cables which you can cut to the desired length (the
necessary materials and instructions are included).
For a full range of standard extra flat cables, visit our website or see our catalogue.
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Flexible printed circuit boards
Flexible printed circuit boards are the logical extension of the FCt2 technology. They can be used
instead of conventional PCBs where the weight and dimensions of a product are important, as well as to
create RFID devices, sensors, etc. Our technological capacities in creation of flexible PCBs are the same
as those for FCt2 (see Table 2).
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